Kuhan: We can spoil the party
Sapura ready to give favourites KLHC a run for their money

Reports by S. RAMAGURU

KUALA LUMPUR: The usual suspects are through to the semi-finals in the battle for the overall title of the Malaysia Hockey League (MHL).

The four teams – Tenaga Nasional, Maybank, Sapura and Kuala Lumpur Hockey Club (KLHC) – have, for the last two decades, dominated the MHL and sharing the title among themselves.

Tenaga and Maybank, who meet in one semi-final, dominated in the 90s while Sapura and eight-time League champions KLHC joined the elite ranks from 2004 onwards.

KLHC will start as favourites against Sapura as they gun for a fourth double in the series.

Sapura team manager S. Kuhan said that the pressure would be on the champions and that “it will help to calm the younger players in our team”.

“They have the edge for sure ... they are the League and defending champions.

“Both the ties will be crucial but the first one is especially important as we have to keep the gap close.

“Our players must not be overawed by the champions,” he said.


In the preliminary rounds, KLHC won both matches by 3-2 margins.

The close matches will certainly give Sapura some hopes of snatching an upset win in the last four.

However, their form in the quarter-finals against a speedy UniKL side, is a cause for concern.

Still, with Khasif Ali in good form from penalty corners, Sapura may well have the weapon to get the goals.

He is the leading tournament scorer with 17 goals.

Man-to-man, KLHC are stronger and it will take some doing to beat them.

But the Maybank-Tenaga clash is the plum tie of the last four.

They are the only remaining teams in the league since its inception in 1987.

Tenaga were the first double champions in the 1991-92 season while Maybank did it in 1994. Only then came the likes of Yayasan Negri Sembilan (YNS), Bank Simpanan Nasional, MPPJ, Sapura and KLHC.

Tenaga coach Nor Azlan Bakar predicts a close match as “both teams are familiar with each other and played each other on so many occasions”.

“We play each other every year and have always be among the top four.

“So, we are always aware of the pitfalls in the knockout stage and we cannot take any team for granted,” he said.

“This match is likely to go all the way to the return-leg tie.”
Going all out: Sapura coach S. Kuhan (in blue) believes that his side can snatch an upset win over KLHC after two close matches in the MHL Premier Division.